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Chiral surfaces serve as environments for a variety of hetero-
geneous enantioselective processes used in industries such 
as pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals, and others that pro-

duce enantiomerically pure bioactive compounds. Perhaps the most 
common use of chiral surfaces is as stationary phases in chromato-
graphic enantiomeric separations of chiral compounds1–3. In princi-
ple, chiral surfaces can be used for numerous other enantiospecific 
chemical and physical processes, including heterogeneous cataly-
sis, enantiospecific sensing, crystallization, electron spin polariza-
tion and so on4–11. While the majority of chiral surfaces currently 
in use are based on the modification of otherwise achiral surfaces 
with chiral organic adsorbates, there are many inorganic materials, 
including metals and semiconductors, that can expose intrinsically 
chiral surfaces with enantiospecific properties that are inacces-
sible to organically modified surfaces12,13. Metals, for example, have 
unique catalytic properties, while semiconductors can be used for 
sensing applications. One of the key challenges to the development 
of practically useful, intrinsically chiral, inorganic surfaces is their 
production by methods that are scalable. In this Perspective, we 
summarize the current state of the art in the preparation of natu-
rally chiral metal surfaces by means that are potentially scalable, 
and we provide commentary on likely avenues of progress in the  
near future.

While the bulk structures of many oxides, minerals and other 
inorganic crystalline phases are chiral, the bulk structures of metals 
are not. Nonetheless, the surface of a metal crystal, M(hkl), can be 
chiral, if its surface normal does not lie in any of the mirror planes 
of the bulk crystal lattice; or equivalently, its Miller indices obey h ≠ 
k ≠ l ≠ k and h × k × l ≠ 0 (refs. 6,12–18). Consider the stereographic 
projection shown in Fig. 1 as a construct for representation of all 
possible surface orientations in a face-centred cubic (fcc) lattice. 
All of the points on the interior of the triangle represent chiral sur-
faces, while those on the perimeter are achiral. The chiral surfaces 
have structures formed by the intersection of terraces, steps and 
kinks that are microfacets of the low-Miller-index (111), (110) and 
(100) bulk crystal planes. The handedness of such surfaces can be 
assigned by conventions that consider the sense of rotation (clock-
wise or anticlockwise) of the low-Miller-index microfacets about 
the kink; or equivalently, the rotational sense of the high-symmetry, 

low-Miller-index directions around the surface normal12,13,19,20. The 
vast majority of such intrinsically chiral surfaces that have been 
studied over the two decades since their discovery, have been metal 
single crystals suitable for scientific investigation, but not of practi-
cal utility6,13,15. Intrinsically chiral metal surfaces have demonstrated 
a wide variety of enantiospecific interactions with chiral adsorbates. 
Chiral molecules have enantiospecific adsorption energies21–23 and 
orientations16,24–26 on chiral metal surfaces. Exposure of chiral metal 
surfaces to racemic mixtures can lead to enantioselective separations 
based on their enantiospecific adsorption energies27–29. Reactions of 
chiral adsorbates on chiral surfaces exhibit enantiospecific rates30–32. 
Recently, it has been shown that reaction mechanisms such as sur-
face explosions with nonlinear kinetics can lead to extremely highly 
enantiospecific rates33–35.

The design and development of chiral surfaces for enantiospe-
cific applications faces two fundamental challenges. The first is 
identification of materials and surfaces having optimal enantio-
specific interactions with chiral compound(s) of interest36,37. The 
second challenge is the scalable preparation of those chiral sur-
faces in useful quantities and morphologies. While chiral surface 
design is an interesting and active area of research, this perspec-
tive concerns the latter, which has seen substantial developments in 
recent years. Enantioselective surface chemistry is, in some sense, 
the quintessential example of structure-sensitive surface chem-
istry. The two enantiomers of a chiral metal surface, M(hkl)R and 
M(hkl)S are chemically identical in their interactions with achiral 
adsorbates. Their only characteristic that imparts enantioselectivity 
is the lack of structural mirror symmetry. That being the case, one 
of the key challenges in chiral surface science is the identification 
of those chiral surface orientations that maximize their enantio-
specific interactions with chiral adsorbates37. While computational 
approaches could be useful to address such issues, the relatively 
small (a few kilojoules per mole) differences in the enantiospecific 
energetics of chiral adsorbates with chiral surfaces21,28 make such 
assessment challenging. This unfortunately limits the potential 
contribution of computational simulations to chiral surface design, 
and requires careful experimental characterization of enantiospe-
cific adsorbate–surface interactions and chemistry. Some progress  
towards identification of chiral surface structures with optimized 
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enantiospecific properties is being made experimentally by using 
spherical single crystals that expose continuous distributions of sur-
face orientations such that hundreds of surface orientations can be 
studied simultaneously36–38.

The second challenge to the practical implementation of chiral 
metal surfaces and the subject of this Perspective is the develop-
ment of methods for their scalable production in forms that have 
usable surface areas. This is a fairly nascent problem. Most of the 
progress made in understanding chiral surface chemistry has been 
based on the use of small (about 1 cm2) single crystals that can be 
prepared in the laboratory or purchased from suppliers of scien-
tific materials. While these can be used for some applications that 
require only low-surface-area formats, such as enantiomer sensing, 
chemical processes such as separations and catalysis require large 
functional surface areas. In this Perspective, we evaluate the prog-
ress of various strategies for the preparation of chiral metal sur-
faces in high-surface-area form. Some of these strategies have been 
demonstrated at the proof-of-concept level, while others have not 
(yet). In any case, all of these offer exciting opportunities for future 
developments.

Homochiral heteroepitaxial growth of chiral metal films
There are a number of abundant inorganic materials and miner-
als that have chiral bulk structures or expose chiral surface orienta-
tions that could serve as substrates for growth of chiral metal films39. 
The deposition of metal films onto chiral substrates or under con-
ditions that impose some type of symmetry breaking (chiral sol-
vent, reagent and so on) has been demonstrated to yield thin films 
with chiral surface orientations. The first attempt used pulsed 
laser deposition to deposit Pt and Cu thin films onto SrTiO3(621)  
(refs. 40,41). SrTiO3 is closely lattice matched (0.5%) with Pt and there-
fore a good substrate for its epitaxial growth. Although the bulk 
structure of SrTiO3 is achiral, its (621) surface is a low-symmetry, 
chiral surface. One of the challenges encountered during initial 
attempts to grow Pt epitaxially on a SrTiO3 substrate was the ten-
dency of the Pt film to dewet from the substrate surface and grow 
as islands during high-temperature deposition. The strategy for 

overcoming this was to deposit very thin films at high temperature 
to induce purposeful formation of small epitaxial single-crystalline 
nuclei. Once these nuclei had formed, further deposition at low 
temperature formed a non-epitaxial, poorly ordered film over the 
crystalline nuclei. Subsequent high-temperature annealing resulted 
in the formation of crystalline, epitaxial Pt films. Salvador et al. 
demonstrated that the deposition of Pt and Cu onto a SrTiO3(621) 
substrate yielded 100-nm-thick Pt and Cu films, which were shown 
via their X-ray diffraction (XRD) pole figures to be epitaxial and 
oriented along the (621) direction40,41. Low-energy electron dif-
fraction on the Pt(621) film revealed split diffraction spots that are 
indicative of its termination by a low-symmetry, high-Miller-index, 
chiral surface. This first demonstration of homochiral, hetero-
epitaxial growth demonstrated that, in principle, the deposition 
of metals onto chiral minerals such as quartz, even in particulate 
form, could be used as a route to preparation of chiral metals in 
high-surface-area morphologies.

Switzer et al. have demonstrated the homochiral electrodepo-
sition of CuO onto a variety of achiral metal surfaces, including 
Au(001), Cu(110) and Cu(111)42–45. These substrate surfaces are 
achiral, so the chirality of the CuO films is controlled by chiral 
species in the electrodeposition solution. On the Au(001) surface, 
CuO films grow with the CuO(1�1�1

I
) orientation from solutions 

containing S,S-tartrate and with the CuO(�111
I

) orientation from 
solutions containing R,R-tartrate. CuO(1�1�1

I
) and CuO(�111

I
) are 

chiral enantiomorphs of one another45. Electrodeposition from 
solutions containing racemic tartrate yields films with domains 
of both CuO(1�1�1

I
) and CuO(�111

I
). The homochiral CuO(1�1�1

I
) and 

CuO(�111
I

) films grown on Au(001) were also shown to be enan-
tiospecific in their electrochemical oxidation of S,S-tartrate and 
R,R-tartrate. These results were extended recently by the demon-
stration that chirally oriented films of metals such as Pt, Ni, Cu 
and Ag can be electrodeposited onto chiral Si(643) substrates (Fig. 
2)39. The process begins with epitaxial electrodeposition of Au onto 
Si(643) or Si(�6�4�3

I
), yielding enantiomorphous chiral Au films. These 

can then be modified further by electrodeposition of Pt, Ni, Cu 
and Ag to yield chiral surfaces of each. The orientations of the chi-
ral films have been determined by XRD pole figures (Fig. 2). The 
chirality of these surfaces is also revealed by their enantiospecific 
electro-oxidation of d- and l-glucose. Collectively, these studies 
demonstrate the feasibility of growth of chiral metal surfaces by both 
physical and chemical deposition methods onto chiral substrates.

Chiral imprinting
It has been understood for decades that there is a dynamic relation-
ship between the atomistic structure of a metal surface and mol-
ecules adsorbed on that surface46,47. Adsorbates can induce a variety 
of structural changes to the surfaces of metallic substrates. These 
include, among others, macroscopic changes to nanoparticle shape, 
induction or removal of atomistic surface reconstructions, faceting 
of surface planes, faceting of step edges, and extraction of atoms 
from the surface to form adatoms46–48. When the adsorbate is chi-
ral, the adsorbate-induced restructuring of the metal substrate can 
yield chiral surfaces, with the surface chirality dependant on the 
chirality of the adsorbate. This is the essence of chiral imprinting; 
transmission of molecular chirality into the structure of a metal 
surface49,50. This is differentiated from chiral surface modification 
in the sense that it is not just the chirality of the adsorbed modi-
fier that influences the enantioselectivity of reactions of chiral or 
prochiral co-adsorbates, it is also the induced chirality of the metal 
substrate. Alternatively, one can imagine that once a chiral imprint-
ing agent has induced surface reconstruction it could, in principle, 
be removed from the surface, leaving an intrinsically chiral, clean 
metal surface.

The first clear example and recognition of chiral imprinting of 
a metal surface comes the work of Besenbacher et al., who used 
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Fig. 1 | Chirality of metallic crystal surfaces. the stereographic projection 
(triangle) enumerating all possible surface orientations of an fcc lattice 
with illustrations of the three high-symmetry, achiral, low-Miller-index 
planes represented by the vertices of the triangle. the edges represent 
achiral surfaces such as (322) with low-Miller-index terraces separated by 
straight step edges. the points in the interior represent the low-symmetry, 
chiral surfaces with high Miller indices. the fcc(643)S surface 
representation highlights the structural motif of three low-Miller-index 
microfacets (terrace, step and kink) intersecting around the kink. their 
rotational sense about the surface normal defines the handedness of the 
chiral surface. the purple atoms highlight the kinked step edges separating 
(111) terraces.
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scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) to study the adsorption 
of hexa-tert-butyl-decacyclene (HtBDC) on Cu(110) (Fig. 3a)51,52. 
HtBDC is configurationally chiral in the sense that its chirality 
arises from twisting of the three peripheral naphthyl rings into the 
chiral geometry of a three-bladed propeller, which can be left- or 
right-handed. When HtBDC is adsorbed on the Cu(110) surface at 
300 K, it aggregates into bimolecular rows in which all molecules in 
a row have the same chirality, and are readily distinguishable with 
STM. Use of the STM tip (at 5 K) to move the HtBDC molecules 
away from their preferred adsorption sites revealed that adsorp-
tion had resulted in the extraction of seven Cu atoms/HtBDC from 
the close-packed rows of the Cu(110) surface, leaving atomic-scale 
divots or trenches in the Cu(110) surface structure (Fig. 3c). These 
trenches in the top Cu(110) layer have shapes that are chiral with a 
handedness that is dictated by the chirality of the HtBDC adsorbed 
over them. This is true chiral imprinting in which it is demonstrably 
possible, albeit with an STM tip at 5 K, to remove the chiral imprint-
ing agent (HtBDC) without loss of the chirality imprinted into the 
metal substrate.

Another example of chiral imprinting of a metal occurs dur-
ing adsorption of the amino acid l-lysine (HO2CCH(NH2)
CH2CH2CH2CH2NH2) onto the achiral Cu(100) surface48,53,54. This 
was discovered by Zhao et al. using STM to image the surface. After 
adsorbing l-lysine onto the Cu(100) surface and annealing at 430 
K, they observed massive reconstruction of the surface to yield 
Cu{3,1,17}R facets separated by (100) planes covered with l-lysine 
(Fig. 3d). The Cu{3,1,17} planes lack mirror symmetry and are, 
therefore, chiral (Fig. 3e). There are eight Cu{3,1,17} planes vici-
nal to the Cu(100) surface; four belonging to the Cu{3,1,17}R family 
and four to the Cu{3,1,17}S family. Previous studies of several other 
amino acids on the Cu(100) surface had revealed reconstructions 
yielding all eight Cu{3,1,17} facets48. After adsorption of l-lysine, 
Zhao et al. observed only the four Cu{3,1,17}R facets, indicating that 

l-lysine had imparted its chirality to the otherwise achiral Cu(100) 
surface. Later it was demonstrated that, in this case, the process of 
chiral imprinting is driven by the fact that the adsorption energy 
of l-lysine on Cu{3,1,17} is greater than its adsorption energy on 
Cu(100)55. Furthermore, the adsorption energy of l-lysine is enan-
tiospecific, such that it is higher on Cu{3,1,17}R than on Cu{3,1,17}S, 
thus favouring the formation of Cu{3,1,17}R facets during adsorp-
tion of L-lysine on Cu(100).

In most of the observed instances of chiral imprinting, the 
organic imprinting agent remains adsorbed to the imprinted metal 
surface. This limits direct contact of other adsorbing species with the 
intrinsically chiral metal surface and, in this regard, the imprinted 
surface is similar to that of a chirally modified achiral metal surface. 
Nonetheless, the chirality of the metal surface below the adsorbed 
chiral imprinting agent could amplify the enantiospecific interac-
tions of chiral adsorbates with the imprinted surface. Ideally, one 
would like to remove the imprinting agent from the surface such 
that chiral or prochiral adsorbates can interact directly with the 
intrinsically chiral structure of the imprinted surface. Displacement 
of chiral imprinting agents represents one of the interesting chal-
lenges to chiral imprinting as a means of preparing intrinsically 
chiral materials. This is a difficult task. The fact that an adsorbate 
can reconstruct a metal surface implies that its interaction with the 
surface must be quite strong. Furthermore, displacement of the 
imprinting agent probably leaves the chiral surface in a state that is 
metastable, at best. Ideally, one could remove an imprinting agent 
by simple thermal decomposition. However, this typically results in 
a surface with some level of contamination resulting from decom-
position of the imprinting reagent. Furthermore, heating of the 
imprinted metal surface typically results in lifting or loss of the chi-
ral reconstruction to regenerate its originally achiral structure. The 
ideal process for removal of a chiral imprinting agent needs to leave 
the surface in its chirally imprinted, high-Miller-index state without 
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Fig. 2 | Chiral metallic surfaces fabricated by electrodeposition. Left to right: ideal structures of the chiral Si(643)R&S surfaces; (111) XrD pole figures of 
the Si substrate, Au/Si and Ag/Au/Si films; and the ideal structures of fcc(643)R&S metal surfaces. the coloured spots in the XrD pole figures indicate the 
regions of high scattering intensity (blue, high; yellow, intermediate; red, low). the dashed lines on the surface stuctures indicate the kinked step edges 
that separate the (111) teraces. the white parallelograms indicate the units cells of the surface structures. the asymmetry of the pole figures reveals the 
chirality of these films and the mirror relationship through the horizontal reveals the enantiomorphous relationships of the film structures on the two 
Si(643)R&S substrate orientations39. the chiral fcc(643)R&S metal surfaces have structures based on (111) terraces, (100) steps and (110) kinks that are 
projections of the three low-Miller-index planes out of the surface, which are represented at the top of each panel as black intersecting polygons. Figure 
adapted with permission from ref. 39, American Chemical Society.
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contamination. This probably requires a low-temperature process. 
For example, exposure of the imprinted surface to an adsorbate with 
a heat of adsorption that is greater than that of the chiral imprinting 
reagent could displace the imprinting reagent into the gas phase28,29. 
The ideal displacing adsorbate would be one that has a higher heat 
of adsorption than the imprinting agent, but at the same time has 
a low barrier for decomposition into fragments that desorb read-
ily from the surface. Efforts to develop displacing agents with such 
characteristics are still ongoing.

Avnir et al. have scaled the concept of chiral imprinting to bulk 
materials through their development of organically doped met-
als56,57. These materials are prepared via reduction of metallic salts 
of Ag, Au or Pd in solutions containing organic compounds that 
can be chiral. The product is a powdered metal with the organic 
dopant embedded within the metal. Chiral dopants can impart 
enantiospecificity to the photoemission of electrons from the 
metal when irradiated with left- or right-handed circularly polar-
ized light56. In the case of Pd doped with enantiomers of cinchona 
alkaloids, this chiral photoemission is preserved, even after extrac-
tion of the chiral dopant, indicating that the chirality of the dopant 

has been imprinted into the metal. The chirally doped Pd has also 
been shown to be enantioselective in its catalytic hydrogenation of 
prochiral isophorone, although this enantioselectivity requires the 
presence of the chiral alkaloid dopant57.

Chiral nanoparticles
Chirality can be imparted to metal nanoparticles by adsorption 
of chiral molecular species. Many of the atomically precise Au 
nanoparticles prepared with monodispersed numbers of Au atoms 
adopt chiral structures at their surface through interaction of sur-
face Au atoms with thiolate capping layers that pack in chiral con-
formations on the nanoparticle surfaces58–60. Not surprisingly, such 
chiral metal nanoparticles exhibit enantiospecific interactions with 
chiral compounds61,62. The issue of interest from the point of view of 
this Perspective is the preparation of such nanoparticles with intrin-
sically homochiral facets.

Over the past two decades there has been substantial effort 
worldwide focused on the chemical synthesis of metal nanoparticles 
with controlled size and shape. In principle, this represents a viable 
method for the scalable production of metals in morphologies with 
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Fig. 3 | Surface restructuring methods for fabricating chiral structures. a–e, Chiral imprinting of metallic crystals. f–i, Metal nanoparticles with 
high-Miller-index facets. a, HtbDC. b, StM image (11.0 × 8.2 nm2) of HtbDC on Cu(110). the six bright lobes on the molecule in the top left are the six 
tertiary butyl groups. Most molecules aggregate into bimolecular rows. c, StM image (11.0 × 8.2 nm2) of the Cu(110) surface after adsorption of HtbDC at 
300 K and its subsequent removal at 5 K using the StM tip. this reveals chiral trenches left by the adsorption-induced removal of Cu atoms from the rows 
in the Cu(110) surface. the chirality of these trenches is dictated by the chirality of the adsorbed HtbDC51. d, StM image (55.0 × 55.0 nm2) of the Cu(100) 
surface following adsorption of l-lysine and annealing at 430 K. the flat terraces reveal an ordered array of l-lysine on the Cu(100) substrate. the facets 
belong to the Cu{3,1,17}R family of surfaces. their chirality arises from the chirality of the adsorbed l-lysine53,54. the two parallel arrows in the lower left 
show a small area of step bunching that has not resulted in the formation of a Cu{3,1,17}R facet. e, Ideal structures of the Cu{3,1,17}R&S surfaces. Atoms at 
the step edges are highlighted using darker colours. f, Micrograph of about 200-nm-diameter tetrahexahedral Au nanoparticles with achiral {520} facets65. 
g, About 200 nm hexoctahedral Au nanoparticles with chiral {321}R&S facets66. h, Graphic of a hexoctahedral nanoparticle showing the high-symmetry, 
low-Miller-index crystallographic directions and the arrangement of chiral facets around the surface68. the labels A, b and C indicate reference features 
that can be found in micrograph i68. i, Micrograph of a Au nanoparticle grown under conditions that lead to chiral distortion and the formation of a helicoid 
shape. the blue arrows indicate the sense of helicity. the view is looking down the b direction relative to the illustration in h68. Panels adapted with 
permission from: a–c, ref. 51, Wiley; d, ref. 53, American Chemical Society; f, ref. 65, American Chemical Society; g, ref. 66, American Chemical Society;  
h,i, ref. 68, Springer Nature Ltd.
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naturally chiral surfaces, if nanoparticles can be grown to expose 
high-Miller-index planes whose chirality is limited to one enantio-
mer. Initial successes in metal nanoparticle synthesis yielded simple 
high-symmetry shapes, including spheres, cubes, tetrahedra, icosa-
hedra and so on. Spherical particles expose surfaces of all possible 
crystallographic orientations, including those that are chiral, but 
with equal areas of both enantiomorphous orientations and, there-
fore, they exhibit no net chirality. The simple polyhedral shapes are 
all enclosed by high-symmetry, low-Miller-index planes that are 
achiral and tend to be favoured during growth because of their low 
surface energies relative to those of the less densely packed, chiral, 
high-Miller-index planes. In 2007, Tian et al. reported the first syn-
theses of metal nanoparticles with shapes enclosed by high Miller 
index planes63. These have shapes such as tetrahexahedra (24-sided, 
Fig. 3f) and are enclosed by surfaces with Miller indices (hkk), (hhl) 
or (hk0) that lie on the edges of the stereographic triangle. These 
surfaces have achiral structures based on flat, low-Miller-index ter-
races separated by straight monoatomic step edges (Fig. 1)64,65. In 
2012, Hong et al. reported the synthesis of hexoctahedral (48-sided, 
Fig. 3g) metal nanoparticles enclosed by high-Miller-index planes 
with indices (hkl) such that h ≠ k ≠ l ≠ h and h × k × l ≠ 0, that 
is, planes having intrinsically chiral atomic structures (Fig. 3h)66,67. 
However, these hexoctahedral nanoparticles have no net chirality 
because 24 of the 48 faces have R chirality while the remaining 24 
have S chirality. Imparting a net chirality to these nanoparticles 
requires biasing the growth conditions to favour one of the two sur-
face enantiomers. Finally, in 2018, Lee et al. reported a synthesis of 
Au nanoparticles that results in the distortion of the hexoctahedral 
shape into a helicoid (Fig. 3i) whose chirality is dictated by the addi-
tion of chiral amino acids or peptides into the synthesis medium68. 
The chiral surfaces of this structure must be biased enantiospecifi-
cally. This breakthrough has the potential to yield nanoparticles of 
many metals exposing homochiral facets; that is, nanoparticles 
capable of enantioselective surface chemistry.

In addition to the nanoparticles commonly prepared by wet 
chemical synthesis, there are other chiral nanostructures that have 
been prepared by physical means. Over the past decade, helical 
nanostructures with dimensions of about 100 nm and pitches of 
about 10 nm have been prepared from a number of materials includ-
ing metals by using glancing angle deposition of thin films onto 
rotating substrates69,70. In these structures the chirality of the helix 
is readily controlled by the direction of the rotation of the substrate. 
These have strong chiroptic properties and can also exhibit enantio-
specific interactions with chiral molecules. This is a bit surprising 

given the mismatch of their dimensions with those of molecules, 
but suggests that the surfaces of these nanohelices expose surface 
adsorption sites with some net chirality. That said, they must expose 
a broad distribution of surface orientations including a mixture of 
both R and S surfaces.

impression of chiral surface orientations into textured 
substrates
The previous sections have described methods for scalable prepa-
ration of intrinsically chiral surfaces, each having some associated 
proof of concept. No doubt, there are many innovative possibilities 
that have yet to be articulated or realized but are feasible, in principle. 
As an example, one could envision a somewhat brute-force approach 
starting with a large-area, rolling assisted biaxially textured sub-
strate (RABiTS)71,72. These are rolled foils of fcc metals such as Cu or 
Ni that, during extensive annealing, become textured such that they 
expose a {100} plane with one of the 〈100〉 directions oriented paral-
lel to the rolling direction. In essence, these are very large (about 100 
× 0.1 m2) single-crystalline foils. RABiTS have been developed as 
substrates for the deposition of high-temperature superconductors, 
but also have potential for use in applications requiring large-area, 
single-crystalline metals. If one could cause them to form such 
that they adopt a chiral, low-symmetry, single enantiomer orienta-
tion vicinal to the {100} plane, RABiTS could serve as a route to 
the scalable production of intrinsically chiral metal surfaces. We 
have already pointed out that the adsorption of l-lysine on Cu(100) 
surfaces leads to the formation of homochiral Cu(3,1,17)R facets  
(Fig. 2). Treatment of Cu RABiTS with l- or d-lysine should, there-
fore, be sufficient to generate large surface areas that are chemically 
textured to have a net chirality. Alternatively, mechanical impres-
sion or electrochemical etching could be used (before or after 
annealing) to create a knurled pattern of pyramidal protrusions or 
pits in the Cu(100) RABiTS surface (Fig. 4). If these features were 
rotated at some angle with respect to the high-symmetry (100) 
directions of the RABiTS, the faces of the pyramids or pits would 
expose a homochiral set of intrinsically chiral metal planes. As such, 
the RABiTS surface would be homochiral.

Outlook
Methods for the production of intrinsically chiral surfaces can be 
assessed on the basis of metrics including attainable surface area, 
orientation specificity and surface composition. Methods that gen-
erate chiral nanoparticles, for example, are likely to yield higher 
attainable specific surface areas than methods based on thin-film 
deposition onto chiral substrates. Surface orientation specificity 
refers to the ability to target the production of any desired crystal-
lographic orientation (hkl) as opposed to a distribution of differ-
ent orientations. Surface composition refers to whether or not the 
surface is produced with an organic adsorbate film that may need 
to be removed before use. Table 1 summarizes the merits of the 
four methods for chiral surface preparation with respect to attain-
able surface area, orientation specificity and surface composition.  

(1,3,17)S [010]

[010](3,1,17)S

(3,1,17)S

(1,3,17)S

Fig. 4 | Patterning of textured metallic substrates. Graphic illustration of a 
M(100) rAbitS with a surface that has been patterned to have pyramidal 
protrusions (or pits) with four facets from the M{3,1,17}R family of surfaces. 
the orientations of the step edges on the four facets are all superimosable 
by 90° rotation; that is, they are all of the same chirality. Atoms at the step 
edges have been highlighted by using darker colours.

Table 1 | Comparison of chiral surface preparation methods 
relative to surface orientation, surface area, and surface 
composition

Method Surface 
orientation 
control

Surface 
area

Surface 
species

Homochiral epitaxy High Low No

Chemical imprinting Low Medium Yes

Chiral nanoparticle Low High Yes

rAbitS impression High Medium No
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Of course, there are also issues associated with cost, manufactur-
ability and metrics that are application specific (temperature stabil-
ity, environment stability and so on) that we will not try to address.

Homochiral heteroepitaxial growth is a promising method for 
the preparation of intrinsically chiral films of many different metals 
and perhaps even alloys. It does require the use of intrinsically chiral 
surfaces of substrates such as Si or quartz crystals. These are readily 
available but probably limited to producing chiral metal films with 
surface areas of a few tens of centimetres square. However, given 
the free choice of substrate orientation, homochiral epitaxial growth 
has the advantage that it is capable of delivering films with any tar-
geted surface orientation, provided that film growth is truly epi-
taxial. Finally, as demonstrated by the recent work of Switzer et al., 
homochiral epitaxial growth can yield metal films free of organic 
modifiers39. These characteristics mean that once the optimal chi-
ral metal surface orientation is identified for a given enantioselec-
tive process, chiral films of that metal can be prepared relatively 
straightforwardly with the desired orientation.

Chiral imprinting of metal surfaces by chiral adsorbates that 
induce surface reconstruction to homochiral orientations is prob-
ably the simplest of the methods described above from the point 
of view of manufacturing. In principle, it is amenable to prepara-
tion of very high specific surface areas (about 100 m2), if applied to 
nanoparticles, nanoporous metals or the surfaces of RABiTS. In the 
case of l-lysine on Cu(100) discovered by Zhao et al.53,54, imprinting 
yields chiral facets with a single orientation and chirality. It is likely 
that, applied to substrates with other orientations or a distribution 
of orientations, imprinting would yield chiral surfaces with a dis-
tribution of orientations with a net chirality. What is missing is an 
understanding of how to control imprinting to yield specific sur-
face orientations. The science of imprinting is nascent and requires 
further effort. The final challenge to the use of imprinting is the 
fact that the chirally imprinted surface is generated with the chi-
ral imprinting agent adsorbed to the surface. In many instances or 
applications, this may not be an issue. The challenge arises when 
the application requires removal of the imprinting agent without 
deconstruction of the chiral surface orientation. We have hypoth-
esized above regarding the characteristics of an ideal displacing 
agent, but further work is needed to identify such a compound, or 
some other process by which imprinting can yield adsorbate-free 
chiral surface orientations.

The evolution of shape-controlled nanoparticle synthesis has 
led predictably to the recent synthesis of nanoparticles with chiral 
shapes68. That work yielded a helicoidal structure of Au that exhib-
ited strong chiro-optic activity. The fact that they are nanoparticles 
means that they can be prepared with high specific surface area. 
In principle, the surfaces of these particles must exhibit some net 
chirality and, if their shapes are derived from distorted hexoctahe-
dra, the surface chirality can be derived from a single chiral sur-
face orientation (Fig. 3h). Given that the synthesis of these helicoid 
nanoparticles uses chiral organic compounds to induce chirality, 
it is likely that their surfaces are coated with these adsorbates that 
might require subsequent removal. It is important to note that this 
situation is somewhat different from that of imprinting agents used 
on initially achiral surfaces. In the case of the helicoid nanopar-
ticles, the chiral bulk shape stabilizes the chirality of the surface 
orientation, increasing the likelihood that one could remove the 
chiral adsorbate layer without loss of surface chirality. Clearly, chiral 
nanoparticle synthesis must advance before they become practically 
useful; however, given the vast global effort in nanoparticle synthe-
sis, it seems highly probable that this will occur.

The impression of chiral surface orientations into RABiTS has 
not yet been demonstrated but is described above to make the case 
that there must be numerous creative approaches to the scalable 
preparation of intrinsically chiral metal surfaces. One of the limita-
tions to the use of RABiTS is that they are not commonly prepared 

from all metals. Cu(100) and Ni(100) seem to be the most common 
orientations available and can be prepared as foils with total surface 
areas of abut 10 m2. One of the attractive features of this approach 
is that the method should be capable of creating any chiral surface 
orientation that is vicinal (within about 30°) to the orientation of the 
RABiTS surface. As in the case of the chiral nanoparticles, the chiral 
surface orientation should be stabilized by the macroscopic shape 
of the impressed RABiTS surface. Furthermore, the method does 
not require that the resulting surface be coated with chiral adsor-
bates. In essence, the impressed RABiTS surface is a giant chiral  
single crystal.

Intrinsically chiral surfaces of achiral materials such as metals 
have chemical and physical properties that are enantiospecific and, 
therefore, capable of discriminating between the enantiomers of 
chiral molecules in surface-mediated processes such as heteroge-
neous catalysis, adsorption, crystallization and so on. One of the 
challenges to exploiting the enantiospecific properties of intrinsi-
cally chiral metal surfaces is the need to prepare them in forms that 
expose large surface areas with control over surface orientation and 
composition. As suggested in this Perspective, there is good reason 
to believe that this can be achieved with some innovative materi-
als processing and manufacturing. Once achieved, the remaining 
challenge to the implementation of intrinsically chiral surfaces in 
real enantiospecific processes and devices will be that of identifying 
which crystallographic surface orientation yields the highest enan-
tiospecificity for the property of interest from a specific metal.
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